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Voillme 1, Nllmber 2

Technical ResDllrces for Da ta CAD ®

"What is the relationship between CADKEY
and Reference Point, anyway?"
Since the appearance of the first issue of
Reference Poinf, Ulis question, in one fonn or
another, is the one that has been asked of me fo

the exclusion of all others.

I would like to take the opportunity to respond
to the direct, and underlying, questions. You,
the reader, deserve to know exactly where the
editorial control of Reference Painllies, whose
"voice" is speaking to you. The answer is not a
simple one, for the editorial control of the
publication is shared between me and various
people at CADKEY.
Under the tenns of an agreement between
CADKEY and Moore/Weinrich Architects, I
provide to CADKEY "camera ready art" which
they print and distribute. The name and format
of the publication, though designed by me, are
owned by CADKEY. The editorial content is of
my choosing, but is subject to review by

CAD KEY.
The review process has not been fonnalized
into any hard-and-set structure. Rather, it is
intended to be reslxmsive to the particular
issues at hand.
When the publication was first being designed,
I made a set of proposals suggesting fonnat,
regular features, and editorial emphasis (i.e. the
focus on technique). People from CADKEY,
primarily Lou Bodnar, Clay Rogers, and Frank
Simpson, provided feedback and made suggestions based on their perceptions of the needs of
the DataCAD user base.

As the articles for the first issue were written, I
passed them first to Clay Rogers, who, along
......,;th Mark Hyjek, Mark White, and Ken Parish,
reviewed them for technical accuracy. This
group also made suggestions for improving the
techniques described.
This process resulted in minor revisions to a
couple of the articles and major changes to the
overall content of one: the piece on cutting a
door into a curved wall.

September/October, 1991

Technical input from CADKEY was essential to
maintaining the level of accuracy desired by
everyone involved. Debate over the validity of
particular solutions to dra"""';ng problems
resulted in a more comprehensive presentation
than my first draft accomplished.
The final step in the review process consisted of
copy editing by Frank. Simpson. He reviewed
the final layout for spelling, grammar, and
format. He made a number of suggestions that
improved the quality of the final pnx:luct.
The relationship between me and CADKEY is
analagous to that of an architect and his/her
client. In both cases, considerable give-and-take
is required in the process of bringing the
finished "project" to reality.
Production of Reference Point entails a considerable amount of "review and redesign." Overall,
I feel that the level of input from CADKEY,
both technical and editorial, has not only been
appropriate, but essential to establishing and
maintaining the level of quality that I want
Reference Point to have.

Reference Point is not, by its nature, a vehicle for
opinion. My primary responsibility, as I see it,
is to provide technical infonnation to DataCAD
users. Generally, accomplishing this does not
involve the expression of my opinions. However, there are subject areas in which clearly
stated opinions are not only unavoidable, but
imjXIrtant to the process of communicating
infonnation. I can only say that, when appropriate, my opinions will be dearly expressed in
these pages.
Philip Hart
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DOING WINDOWS

The installation of Microsoft Windowst' is a
relatively straightforward process. Many mail
order houses sell systems with Windows preinstalled. Dealers will load it as part of a
purchase agreement. Users can install it using
Microsoft's comprehensive Setup routine.

Windaws requires that the DOS configuration be aptimized
for it as the primary DOS application.
Windows controls so many aspects of the
hardware resources of the system that it is
crucial that its installation be correct. For
Windows to operate efficiently, it should not be
forced to compete for resources with other OOS
applications.

Assuming that Windows has been properly
installed and configured, the installation of
Windows applications is very simple. Very little
modification of the DQS..level configuration
(typically, only the addition of directories in the
AlITOEXEC.BAT Path statement) is required.
These applications relate directly to Windows,

relying upon it for gnphics drivers, printer

Additionally, Microsoft supplies with Win·
dows a very nice (undocumented) utility,
System Edit. When it is run from Windows (by
selecting in Program Manager. file; Run; and
specifying \system\sysedit.exe as the file to
run), a program window is opened containing
four document windows: AUfOEXECBAT,
CONFICSYS, SYS.INI. and WIN.INI.
Each me may be directly edited in its document

window. If changes are made to a file, upon
exiting System Edit, the user is asked if he/she
wishes to save the changes made to the particu·
1M file(s).

1he user can simultaneously use Notepad to
open and display the contents of the appropri·
ate.1Xf file as a guide while editing either of
the 1NI flIes.
Creating a program icon for System Edit makes
the utility quickly available. The following steps
enable the user to do this:
In Program Manager, select File, then New

drivers, etc. They do so by reading (and
writin~ at the point of installation) entries in
two Windows '~nitialization" files: SYSTEM.INI
and WIN.INI.

Select Program Item
Click OK

Other .IN1 files are used by Windows to hold
settings for its own applications. Additionally,
many Windows applications include.INI files
for their own use. SYSTEM.INI and WIN.INI,
however, are the files containing the settings
that control the basic operation of Windows.
The settings in WIN.INI pertain primarily to
user preferences, those in SYSTEM.INI to
hardware set·up.

Enter: c:\windows\systenr\sysedit.exe in the
Command Line dialog box
Click on Change Icon to scroll through available
icons. Click on OK to select the desired one.

Many of the entries in the .INI files are modi·
lied through menu settings in Windows
(Control Panel, Setup, etc.). As they are ASCII
text files, they are easily edited directly by the
user, as well. Documentation, on a line·by·line
basis, of the entries in these files is contained in
a series of .TXT files that the user should print
'out and study as needed.
fine tuning of the operation of Windows (and,
therefore, Windows applications) is accom·
plished by changing settings established in
AUTOEXECBAT, CONFlC.5YS, WIN.INI, and

Po."

SYSTEMlNI. The user can edit them using
Notepad in Windows or any A5(JI editor.

Enter: Systnn Edit in the Description dialog box

Click OK to exit
A new icon/abel/cd System Edit should tWW appeilr
in the Program Group window that UN2S active when
the process mtS begun. It may be dragged to any

Group window.
Changes made to AUTOEXECBAT or to
CONFICSYS require that the user reboot the
system for them to take effect. Changes to the
.INI files generally require that the user exit and
then re~ter Windows for them to take effect.
The process of fine--tuning a Windows configu~
ration requires a lot of trial-and-error work;
there are many settings in the .INI files. Fortunately. they are reasonably well documented in
the.1Xf files and, once set correctly, control
the operation of Windows and all installed

Windows applications.

..,
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r'~--------,u;rp"G"R;-;A"D"'I"N;-;G""TC;O'D=O"'S"5'"',O"-----------Improved performanu provides a significant
reason for the DataCAD uscr to upgrade to
DOS 5.0. As its release has been widely covered
by the computer press, only one new feature
will be discussed here: DOS 5.0 can be installed
to occupy tess space than its predecessors.
On 286, 386, and 486 systems with at least one
megabyte of RAM, a portion of the DOS 5.0
operating code may be loaded into the high
memory area (between 640k and 1024k).
Compared to DOS 3.3, Toughly 32k more
conventional memory is made available to
applications. As this region of RAM is where
applications actually operate, more available
RAM equates to faster program execution.
Two possible reasons for not upgrading:
• DOS 5.0 has compatibility problems with
some early Phoenix 286 BIOS versions.

,/ r

Microsoft has provided a safety net: 10e Setup
process does not ovenvnte the existing version
of DOS (it saves it to a new sub-directory). It
also creates a 1xx:ltable floppy with which 5.0
may be un-installed. Thus, the user may easily
restore his/her system to the previous OOS
version should 5.0 present problems.
On most systems, the installation routine for
DOS 5.0 (optionally) mcdifies CONFIGSYS,
adding. among other things, the foHowing
lines:

DEVICE=HlMEM.SYS
DOS=HlGH
HrMEMSYS is Microsoft's memory manager; it
enables r::x::>5=H1GH, which in turn 1o.'lds most
of the DOS cede to high memory. Other
memory managers are reported to be capable
of enabling the OOS=HIGH statement; users of
QEMM~386·,386Max·, etc. should experiment.

• Some older software may not run properly.
Users should check with the manufacturers
With no other changes to the system configuraof applications installed on their systems to
tion, the DataCAD user should realize a gain of
assure compatibility with DOS 5.0. Particular approximately 32k RAM in conventional
memory. This equates to 7-8 additional page
attention should be paid to hard disk
utilities, communications software, and DOS frames available for allocation by DabCAD
shells. Undoubtably, upgrades are available. and noh'ceably improved performance,

TECH SUPPORT
The imporlance of a really"clean" transfer of dala

between DataCAD and another CAD program
(used I7y a conslIltanl, for instance) cannot be
overstated. DXF file transfer can be a source of
difficulties for the DataCAD user. The fol/owing
article UXlS prepared by Clay Rogers and addresses
the major areas in which problems are known to
occur. Where appropriate, tk editor has added
commentary from tk user's point of view; these
comments appellr in italicized text.

number ofCAD systems on the market (roughly 90100 major systems). If each system were required to
communicate directly with each of the others, their
programmers would spend all of their lime writing
translators. By accepting one standard, each CAD
vendor can focus its efforts on providing a good
translator to read and write to that standard alone.

Although the majority of peo~le using
DataCAD's OXF translator are able to transfer
data with little or no problems, there have been
Drawing eXi:hange Format (OXF) is an intermedi- requests fTom a number of people for a description of the known difficulties. 1bere are a
ary file fonnat through which CAD systems may
number
of quirks associated with transferring
transfer drawing information to one another. DXF is
CAD
drawings
through DXF that are not
OIU of a number of intermediary standards for CAD,
necessarily
caused
by "bugs." DXF is a "bottlebut it is by far the most prevalent one. The DXF
neck"
and
it
will
always
have limitations that
standard is defined by AutoDesk and updated with
may
cause
minor
problems.
Some are experinew releases of AutoCA~ The Data CAD translaenced
in
writing
a
DXF
file
from
a DataCAD
r'or currently works to most of the slQndards
drawing.
while
others
are
experienced
in
established by AutoCAD Release 10.
reading DXF files into DataCAD. Below are a
The need for a commonly agreed llpon standard for
few notes concerning the transfer of data
CAD file transfer is euident when one looks at the
through DXF.

Editor's Note:
On my own system, rwmt
from 32 P'l~ frllma IItlIlllllbk
to Dllt"CAD wrdLT OOS 3.3
to 40 page frIlma Ilrtdtr DOS

S.o, using QuIlrUd«k's
QEMM·386. The pafomuIn«
8"in is notiarl&, ttltl'l 011'
{rut nlIlcnil1l'.
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WRITING TO DXF

Mirroring Symbols

User-Defined Linetypes

When you use DXF to translate a drawing that
contains mirrored symbols you will experience
unpredictable results. After passing through
DXF the symbols often appear rotated rather
than mirrored.

DabCAD supports user-defined linetypes
(insulation, shingle, shiplap,.etc.) but AutoCAD
does not. If you transfer a drawing that contains user-defined linetypes from DataCAD to
AutoCAD, these lines will become solid.

Do not use mirrored symbols in yOUT drawings. Only the following linetypes transmte properly:
Since objects are typically not mirror images of
solid, doHed, dashed, and dot-dasll.
themselves anyway, you should create a second
Text Transfer Limitations
symool that is the mirror image of the first. If
A common problem with transferring DXF files
you have a symbol that you want to place as a
relates
to text. The text font name, size and
mirror image of its current form, try the
aspect
ratio
settings interact to affect the overall
following procedure. By using this method you
size
of
the
text.
The symptom of the problem
can avoid the unpredictable results of mirroring
usually
manifests
itself as text not fitting
symbols.
properly in the same space it occupied prior to
1. Turn on EXPLODE in the Template menu.
being transferred through DXF. This can be the
2. Place an instance of the symbol you wish to
result of using a different text font in DataCAD
mirror in the drawing.
and AutoCAD or it may be a result of how
3. Mirror it about the desired axis.
DataCAD and AutoCAD differ in their inter4. Save it as a new symbol with a different
pretation of the size of a given text font.
name.
Text Size (Height): The size for most fonts in
5. You now have hvo symbols that are mirror
DataCAD (except ROMAN2 and ORIG2)
images of one another.
corresponds
to the distance from the bottom of
6. Turn EXPLODE off.
a
descending
character to the top of a capital
7. Insert the new symbol as desired within the
AutoCAD
the text size is from the
letter.
In
drawing.
bottom of a capital letter to the top.
This procedure does not work if the symbol
When you transfer a drawing containing text
that you are exploding contains instances of
ITom DataCAD to AutoCAD the resulting text
other symbols. This is kno'NO as a "nested"
will be larger unless the font used in DataCAD
symbol. When a nested symbol is exploded,
is either ROMAN2 or ORIG2. These two
only the highest level is exploded. The
symbol(s) within the symbol remains a symbol. DataCAD fonts interpret the size setting in the
same way that AutoCAD fonts do.

Attempfs to explode previously placed mirrored
symbols as a solution fo this problem will usually
result in a similar problem. The enfifies resulting
from tile "explosion" un'lI revert fa tlleir "as creafed"
orientation, appearing to have rotated about the
symbol's insertion poinf. This is frue for all of the
currently available "symbol exploder" mllcros wifh
fhe exception of fhe one included in TIle Detail
Master-, which will explode mirrored symbols to
their "as mirrored" orienta/ion.

Aspect Ratio: For text of normal prop:::)rtions,
based on the font definition, the aspect ratio
should be set to 1. Changing the aspect ratio
affects the relative height to width of the
characters. Since the as~t ratio affects the
width of the characters based on the height, if
the text size (height) is wrong the width of the
characters, and therefore the length of the line
of characters, will also be wrong.

Symbol Attributes
Symbol attributes are neither written nor read
through DataCAD's DXF translator. This
creates problems when attempting to import
symbol libraries from building component
manufacturers. All non-graphic data such as
part number, description, and cost are stripped
off making the symbols less than useful.

Another thing to be a ware of is that the value
representing the as~t ratio in DataCAD has
an opposite effect of the same setting in
AutoCAD. In DataCAD as the value decreases
the character width increases, but in AutoCAD,
as the value decreases the character width
decreases. DataCAD's DXF translator compensates for this difference.
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READING FROM DXF

ReadDXF/Scale
DataCAD users will often read DXF files into
DataCAD at the wrong scale. The symptom
may appear as a bunch of small x's (symbol
insertion points) displayed on top of one
another. Another symptom is the display scale
may go to 1:1()(X) and the message line read
"Invalid View Specification" with nothing
displayed. This is because DataCAD automati·
cally perfonnsa 'WindowIn/Extents" and the
drawing may be covering an area larger than
can be displayed at 1:1,0Cl0 scale.
If the drawing covers an area larger than what
can be displayed at the largest predefined scale
(1:1,000) it may require you to change one of
your existing scales to 1:10,000 or 1:50,000. TItis
can be performed in the submenu under
Seltings/EditDefs/Scales/Change.

In the ReadDXF menu the option Scale can be
selected. When picked, it asks you: 'What is the
value of one DXF file unit?" What it is asking
for is the value of one "unit" in the AutoCAD
drawing. In AutoCAD, the value of a "unit" is
arbitrary and user definable. By default, one
"uni~' in AutoCAD is equal to one inch. This is
also the default setting when reading a DXF file
into DataCAD. However, it is not uncommon,
with large building or site plans generated in
AutoCAO, to have one "unit" equal to one foot.
In cases like this, when you read the OXF file
into DataCAD you should change Scale in
ReadOXF to 1.0 (1 foot> instead of 0.1 (l inch).

Correcting Fatal Errors Caused by Astronomical Coordinates
Periodically, tech support gets calls from
people that have trouble editing DXF files they
have read into DataCAD because of the
absolute coordinates of the drawing. This can
result in system crashes and Fatal Error messages (Real Math Overflow). If you are experiencing such problems you should check tl1e
coordinates of the entities in your drawing. If
the coordinates of the entities in the drawing
are astronomical you will need to move the
entire drawing closer to absolute 0,0.

r

Coordinate Identification: Examine the
drawing and pick an entity near the center of
your drawing (in Ortho/Plan view). Perform a
Coordinate Identification by pressing the? key

and then snapping to the point on the entity
you want to identify. If the X=800,(XX) and
Y=l,200,cro or some other very large numbers
you should move the entire drawing closer to
absolute 0,0.
Move Drawing to Absolute 0,0: Make a note of
the X and Y coordinates lhatyou identified at
the center of the drawing. Then press the <Ins>
key until you have selected Absolute Cartesian
Input Mode. Go to the Move menu and snap to
the point at the center of the drawing as the
"first point of the distance to move." For the
"second point of the distance to move" press
the space bar and enter an X value of aand a Y
value of O. Then select the entire drawing by
Area with LyrSrch on. This will move the entire
drawing to an area surrounding absolute 0,0.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate:

EXTENT 01'

ENTITIE:~

CENT~R

0" ENTlT1E~1
., OENTIFIES WITH
ASTRON0t1'CA~1

7
,

,~"

./'

to'

ABSOLUTE

O/J

Figure 1

Entities imported at astrorwmiCilI coordinafes

EXTENT OF ENTITIES

IABSOLUTE 0.0
CENTER OF ENTiTlES

Figure 2

After being moved to Absolute 0,0 point
PageS
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3D ENTITY TRANSFER LIMITATIONS
Since DXF is a data transfer mechanism designed around AutoCAD's database, it is as
limited as AutoCAD when representing 3D
information. TIu:se limitations become apparent
most frequently when Dat1.CAD users are
attempting to transfer a 3D model from
DataCAD to a third-party rendering program
or other CAD software. The DXF "bottleneck"

becomes most severe when transferring 3D
data from DataCAD to AutoCAD and back
into DataCAD again. Once the integrity of the
data is lost, there is no practical way to get it
back. Below is a list of DXF limitations commonly observed when transferring 3D models.

DataCAD supports slabs and polygons with
up to 36 vertices. AutoCAD only supports
polygons with 3 or4 vertices. Currently, any
polygon or slab surface that has more than 4
vertices will not transfer from DataCAD to
AutoCAD. However, DataCAD does output
the perimeter of the surface as 3D lines. In
order to transfer polygons with more that 4
vertices from DataCAD to AutoCAD it would
require a complex algorithm that breaks the
large polygon into a collection of smaller
polygons which would have no associativity.
There are conditions that even this would not
proper!y address.

r

DataCAD supports voids in polygons and
slabs but AutoCAD does not. DXF has no
concept of what a void is. As a result, voids do
not transfer from DataCAD to AutoCAD.
DataCAD does not cwrently support the
AutoCAD Release 10 User Coordinate System
(V.C.S.), Entity Coordinate System (E.CS.) or
View Dependent Entities. If a DXF file originating from AutoCAD contains these types of
entity definitions, the resulting entities may
have unpredictable orientation and coordinates
when read into DataCAD.
The method used by DataCAD to define a
variety of 3D entities is not fully supported by
AutoCAD. These entity types are: 3D are,
dome, torus, cone, truncated cone, cylinder,
surface of revolu tion, and symbols. Consequently, DataCAD's DXF translator must
explode the 3D entities into polygons when
transferring from DataCAD to AutoCAD. As a
result, the integrity of the data is lost and
cannot be recovered.
Additionally, if any entities are rotated about
the X or Y axes in DataCAD there may be
unpredictable results after transferring the
drawing into AutoCAD.

EDITOR'S NOTES ON DXF mANSFER
For rCldffs inll:T~sltd in Q
cemprmt'flsiDe t«hniCtl/
discussion of DXF fTQns[er,/he
WindowI.. on DalaCAD
arridts Qrt highly rcrommI.TIdw. They Qp~red in

;ssues:
001.3, nos. 2,3,4,6, & 7

The following romrnents are based on my own
experience, suggestions from fellow users
(notably discussions in the DataCAD Boston
Users Group), and a series of articles published in Willdowln on DataCAD. My experience
with DXF transfer consists primarily of writing
out DX~ files for use by ronsultants as base
drawings. CAD systems that I have translated
to are: AutoCAD and VersaCadlD(both PC and
Mac versions). I have had little experience
importing DXF and my experiences with 3D
DXF transfer have been highly unsatisfactory.
At the point of writing out a DXF file to a
consultant with whom I have not previously
established a set of standards, I proceed as
follows:
I provide to the "target" CAD system a trial
DXF file. It is based on a simple .DO file
containing examples of all 20 entity types, text
fonts, colors, spacings, etc. that are normally
used by our office. Multiple layers (with

standard naming conventions) are used. A plot
of the drawing file and romplete written
documentation accompany the DXF file.
By carefully comparing the original.DC3 file
with the drawing generated on the "target"
system, problems are identified & documented.
With these Umita tions in mind, I make a copy of
the "source" .DO file and edit it to use as the
DXF base, adhering to some simple rules:
•
•
•
•
•
•

One Layer=One Color
Each layer contains discreet information
Delete all unnecessary information
Explocle all symbols & associative dimensions
Change all line weight to 1
Change all (necessary) text to ROMAN2,

aspect=l
• Document everything thoroughly
Resulting DXF transfers have been successful;
when problems have ocurred, they have been
easily tracked down and corrected.
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SOME THOUGHTS ON SELECTION SETS
An interesting, and underutilized, feature of
DalaCAO is Selection Sets. It offers to the user
a powerful means of entity selection for various
editing processes. 'The following is not meant to
be a complete discussion of its use. Rather, it
suggests some cautions about its use and
illustrates two of its more corrunon utilizations.
A Selection Set is not an entity, rather it is a
means of grouping entities for selection through
editing commands. Entities in DataCAD have
attributes, among which are color, line type,
line weight, etc.
Another entity attribute is a "flag" identifying
membership in a Selection Set (or multiple
Selection Sets). When a Selection Set is Active,
its name appears in the Status Window and
choosing (FS) Sel Set as the picking methoo in

an editing menu causes the command to
operate on entities "flagged" with membership
in that Selection Set 'The editing operation
occurs across layers and affects entities both in

.. ,-.Iayers that are turned on and in

tllos~

tlJat are

rumed off.
'The user might be unaware of the result of an
inadvertent "pick" by Sel Set in an editing
menu when the command acts on entities in
layers that are currently turned off or out of the
currently displayed view. For instance, a user
attempting to select entities by Area (F'3) might
accidentally press F5 (Sel Set) resulting in the
entities in the Selection Set being acted on
unintentionally and blindly. For this reason, a
few cautions are offered:
• Make a Selection Set active only at the time
of its use.
• Clear a Selection Set before adding to it, or...
• Display the contents of a Selection Set before
adding to it.
• Toggle Append on only as needed.
The most commonly used feature of the Edit

Sets menu is the MaskJColoroption for adding
entities to a Selection Set. When chosen, the
user may specify a color, toggle LyrSrch on or
off, and select entities by Entity, Group, Area,
Fence, or Sel Set for inclusion in the Specified
Selection Set. The user might, thus, pick by
area, with layer search on, all light green
entities for inclusion in Sel Set 1. With Sel Set 1

active, the command Move, some Specified
distance, F5 (Sel Set) moves all light green
entities that distance.
TIle most significant drawback to using such a
sequence on a regular basis is that a very long
series of menu choices must be selected to
activate and clear the desired Selection Set and
then add to it with Mask, by color. However,
since it is a very useful command option, users
may want to write a keyboard macro to
automate the process, as follows:

5

EditSet menu

FO
F8
SO
FO
Fl

Set ACtive]
Sel. Set 8
ESe"'t .
Acbve
Selt Set
1
Exit
Oear
Sel Set 1
Yes
Add To
Sel Set 1
Mask
Color
All Off

SO
F4
F1
F5
F2
F1
FO
F2

S9

Note: This sequence assures that even if Sel Set 1 is
active at the point of executing the keyboord macro, it
. paslhve
.. IY togg Ied to be".
IS
t,u: achve one.

Another possible keyboard macro would clear
Sel Set 2, make it active, and toggle Append on:

S
F4
F2
F5
R)

F8

SO
RJ
F2

SO
F9

SO

EditSet menu
Clear
Sel Set 2
Yes
Set Acti ve
Sel Set S
Exit
Set Active
Sel Set 2
Exit
Append
Exit

Assuming that Append was toggled off at the
point of executing the keyboard macro, subsequently created entities are appended to the
(cleared) Sel Set 2. A series of entities may be
created, across layers, and then edited (copied,
mirrored, etc.) as a linked set.
The potential of Selection Sets lies in its flexible
identification and linkage of entities across
layer ''boundaries.'' Therein also lies its potential dangers. We encourage users to explore
(with care) the possibilities afforded by Selec·
tion Sets and utilize them on a day-to-day basis.

EJito,'s Notl.:
PoiI'll adir::ltly s«b
USC" Input 0I"l uses for

~

Sdtdi::Jr,5ds.

•

•
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POINTS OF REFERENCE
DataCAD for the Architect
2nd Edition
Carol Buehrens
TAB Books

$26.95
The first edition of DataCAD for the Architect,
published in 1989, was aimed primarily at the
new user of DataCAD. It was structured
around a series of lessons that the user followed to generate a set of typical drawings (or
a small residential project. New commands
were introduced in each of the lessons, building
on those used in earlier exercises.
The second edition maintains the same structure as the first, using the same basic project
and lessons. The lessons are expanded and
revised to reflect changes to DataCAD with the
release of version 4.0.
Lessons on the use of the 3D Modeler and the
AEC Modeler macro are indude(Hor the first
time. Where appropriate, lessons are armolated
with warnings to users of DataCAD 128,
indicating areas in which its use differs from
the standard program.
Changes in its graphical format and the addition of many new illustrations make it a much
more readable book. As in the first ed..ition, an
appendix titled 'The DataCAD Reference
Guide" provides documentation of menu
structure, scales, hatch patterns, etc.
Noll:

The CU/uCAD Ma;nle7tonu
Prosram COUpon !look, sent to
ll5ITS in April, incluks II $5.00
disamnt wupon far D:llaCAD
fur tile Archi/(cl.

Reader Poll:
Do you prefer the PI/per on
which this issla is prin/ttl or
that ,,~d for Iht first issJa?
Plmse respond to Fronk

Simpson or Philip Hart.
wnkyou.

The new lesson on the Modeler is very good,
providing an introduction to 3D entities, views,
and editing commands. Many users have shied
away from using the Modeler, because they
have not understCX>Cl how to use it. DalaCAD
far the Architect may facilitate access to Ulis
portion of the software for many users.

In a '1esson and exercise" fonnat, it is difficult
to discuss thoroughly all of the options available in any given menu; to do SO would only
confuse the new user. Buehrens is necessarily
limited to offering specific methodologies for
specific drawing tasks. Advanced users,
however, may disagree with a number of the
methodologies presented in the book.
Further, as a user's skill level increases, SO does
the need for more in-depth infonnation. An
appendix titled 'The Dat<"lCAD Operations
Guide" outlines steps for accomplishing

specific tasks in the fonnat "if you want to do
this..lollow these steps." Inclusion of this
section (expanded in the 2nd edition) is critical
for the advanced user.

'"'The DataCAD Operations Guide;' Ulough, is
less than entirely satisfactory. The infonnation
that it provides is limited in scope. 'Those areas
covered, as in the basic lessons, tend to be
handled in a manner suggesting that one and
only one method is appropriate to any given
drawing task.
Ideally, DaiaCAD for the Architer::t would be a
two volume work: one volume a new user
'1esson book," the second an expanded "opera·
tions guide." In such a format, Buehrens could
provide both an inl:roduction to DataCAD for
the new user and a more comprehensive
discussion of menu/ method options for the
more advanced user,
Notwithstanding the above reservations, the
second edition is a welcome improvement on
UlE! original book. It provides to new users a
good self-guided tutorial. The lessons also can
be integrated successfully into in-house training
programs,
Experienced users may be disappointed in the
lack of comprehensive technical infonnation
and the limited range of methodologies presented. They will, however, find that DataCAD
for tile Archifect provides a solid introduction to
unfamiliar menu areas and, thereby, may
broaden their use of DataCAD.
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